Paessler PRTG Enterprise Monitor

Need to enhance your monitoring with PRTG? Take the next step with our new Paessler PRTG Enterprise Monitor license: Created to monitor large environments, PRTG Enterprise Monitor allows horizontal scaling and offers a business-service based central overview with the exclusive ITOps Board.

PRTG Enterprise Monitor scales to large IT environments while keeping monitoring simple and ensuring a centralized overview

**Familiar but new**

PRTG Enterprise Monitor keeps all the familiar benefits and adds a new dimension of scalability with the ITOps Board, a service-oriented dashboard with advanced SLA monitoring and reporting.

**New licensing model**

The PRTG Enterprise Monitor subscription is based on the number of sensors per year; this means you can set up unlimited PRTG servers. No initial investment, all subscription based, OpEx instead of CapEx, with flexible scaling options.

**Feature set**

PRTG Enterprise Monitor has all functionality included in every license — everything from IT infrastructure and Flow-based traffic monitoring to monitoring of applications and virtual, cloud and hybrid environments, right up to IoT set-ups. Plus, you get the ITOps Board!

**The ITOps Board**

PRTG Enterprise Monitor includes the ITOps Board powered by Martello iQ. The ITOps Board enhances your PRTG setup with a service-oriented, central overview across multiple PRTG servers. It significantly reduces alert noise, and adds advanced analytics and SLA monitoring and reporting. The ITOps Board is only available as part of PRTG Enterprise Monitor.

**Licensing**

The PRTG Enterprise Monitor license has been designed for large environments. It provides the architectural flexibility to scale horizontally, ensuring maximum performance combined with a central overview including the ITOps Board. The flexible annual per-sensor subscription, OpEx-based cost model scales with you as you grow. Just like every PRTG license, PRTG Enterprise Monitor includes the entire monitoring functionality — no addons, no modules.

**Integrations**

PRTG integrates with analysis tools using APIs and pre-defined templates. It acts as a data collector and early warning system, helping to identify failures and indicate where deeper analysis is needed. Close partnerships with mainstream IT vendors and established players in the ITOM market make for seamless integration.

**License details**

The PRTG Enterprise Monitor license is subscription based. There is no PRTG server limitation, and the license is based on the number of sensors (starting at 30,000 sensors).

- Subscription licensing
- Includes the ITOps Board
- Unlimited PRTG server installations
- Prices on request
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